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Abstract

We investigated auditory perception and cognitive processing in individuals with chronic tinnitus or hearing loss using
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Our participants belonged to one of three groups: bilateral hearing loss and
tinnitus (TIN), bilateral hearing loss without tinnitus (HL), and normal hearing without tinnitus (NH). We employed pure
tones and frequency-modulated sweeps as stimuli in two tasks: passive listening and active discrimination. All subjects had
normal hearing through 2 kHz and all stimuli were low-pass filtered at 2 kHz so that all participants could hear them equally
well. Performance was similar among all three groups for the discrimination task. In all participants, a distributed set of brain
regions including the primary and non-primary auditory cortices showed greater response for both tasks compared to rest.
Comparing the groups directly, we found decreased activation in the parietal and frontal lobes in the participants with
tinnitus compared to the HL group and decreased response in the frontal lobes relative to the NH group. Additionally, the
HL subjects exhibited increased response in the anterior cingulate relative to the NH group. Our results suggest that a
differential engagement of a putative auditory attention and short-term memory network, comprising regions in the frontal,
parietal and temporal cortices and the anterior cingulate, may represent a key difference in the neural bases of chronic
tinnitus accompanied by hearing loss relative to hearing loss alone.
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Introduction

Subjective tinnitus is the phantom perception of sound in the

absence of an external source. The annoyance and distress

associated with tinnitus range from mild to severe, with the latter

type having a major impact on a person’s life, making sleep

difficult and intellectual work challenging [1]. The incidence of

tinnitus is higher above the age of 50, consistent with the increased

incidence of hearing loss with age. As per the National Center for

Health Statistics survey (1999) of non-institutionalized Americans

reported in [2], approximately 200 men and 100 women per 1000

persons suffer from hearing loss in the 45–64 year range and

approximately 70 men and 40 women per 1000 persons suffer

from tinnitus in the same 45–64 year age range. Hearing loss

causes reorganization of the central auditory processing pathways

and associated areas in the brain, possibly leading to tinnitus.

However, not everyone with hearing loss has tinnitus and about

10% of those with tinnitus have normal hearing [2,3]. One of the

challenges in studying the neural bases of chronic tinnitus is

dissociating the effects and mechanisms of tinnitus from those of

hearing loss alone. The nature of the interaction between hearing

loss and tinnitus has long been noted. Hearing loss is the most

common risk factor for developing tinnitus and the most correlated

condition with tinnitus [1,4,5]. Few studies, however, have taken

hearing loss into account when investigating the neural correlates

of tinnitus. Most studies have either compared patients with

tinnitus and hearing loss with normal hearing controls [6],

compared participants with normal hearing and tinnitus with

normal hearing controls [7,8,9], or used specific paradigms that

allowed participants to serve as their own controls [10,11,12]. In

the present study, we chose to use two control groups against

which to compare the group with tinnitus and hearing loss: those

with normal hearing and those with similar hearing loss. The

inherent assumption was that comparing participants with tinnitus

and hearing loss against participants with hearing loss alone would

allow us to better identify the neural correlates of tinnitus. This, of

course, may be a simplification in that it is possible that the

underlying pathophysiology of tinnitus with hearing loss differs

from that with tinnitus and normal hearing. Increasing evidence

from brain imaging studies suggests that large-scale networks

subserving attention, emotion, and cognition are affected in

chronic tinnitus [10,11,12,13,14,15]. However, the engagement of

these networks has been implicated indirectly rather than through

explicit tasks targeting attention, cognition or emotional process-

ing. At the same time, animal studies have noted the involvement

of multimodal networks in tinnitus [16,17]. The current study was

therefore designed to identify differences in the sensory and

cognitive networks across chronic tinnitus and hearing loss
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conditions, possibly related to short-term memory and auditory

processing. Short-term memory tasks have been successfully used

to investigate influences of aging and hearing loss on cognitive

behavior [18,19,20,21,22]. Depending on the task being used,

brain imaging studies have investigated neural bases of attention,

working memory, and cognitive and sensory effort in older adults

with normal hearing or hearing loss. Our study was motivated in

part by recent behavioral studies [23,24,25] that corroborate

anecdotal evidence of the distracting effect of tinnitus on real-

world tasks involving sounds. In the behavioral studies, deficits

ascribed to tinnitus in cognitive and other demanding tasks

typically take the form of slower responses rather than lower

accuracy. This would suggest that subjects with tinnitus in our

study would exhibit longer reaction time than those without

tinnitus in completing an active discrimination task. Further, in the

present study we account for hearing loss that often accompanies

tinnitus and may contribute to the severity and annoyance of

tinnitus [1,26] and may result in structural changes [27,28].

We used two tasks to investigate the neural bases of short-term

memory and auditory processing in individuals with hearing loss

without tinnitus, participants with hearing loss accompanied by

tinnitus and normal hearing control subjects without tinnitus. Both

tasks used identical non-speech stimuli; they differed only in the

tasks: passive listening or active discrimination. We had previously

used similar tasks and stimuli to investigate short-term memory

and auditory processing in young normal-hearing adults [29]. The

stimuli included pure tones and frequency-modulated sweeps that

were employed in separate scanning (echo-planar imaging) runs

[29]. Relative to rest, a distributed network involving the

temporal, frontal and parietal cortices was preferentially activated

for the discrimination task. In a recent pitch discrimination fMRI

study of individuals with tinnitus [30], participants discriminated a

series of tonal pips with three different frequencies. Activations in

the middle frontal gyrus, putamen and left-hemispheric insula

were observed in six tinnitus patients and in the right hemispheric

anterior insula for the six controls in addition to auditory cortices,

for the task relative to the rest. They also found the caudate

nucleus, superior frontal gyrus and anterior cingulate to be more

responsive in the tinnitus patients compared to the controls. The

two studies [29,30] suggest that discrimination task using simple

non-speech sounds is a valid method to differentiate some of the

neural correlates of tinnitus from those of normal hearing or

hearing loss. However, note that in the Wunderlich study, the

participants in the tinnitus group had various degrees of hearing

loss, ranging from none to mild, especially at higher frequencies.

The small number of subjects and the lack of controls with hearing

loss limit the usefulness of the study.

We wanted to test differences in behavior and neural response

of those with hearing loss with and without tinnitus, for sounds

they could hear and discriminate well. Both of these groups would

be compared to a control group of normal hearing participants

without tinnitus. We ensured that all participants could hear the

sounds equally well by (a) recruiting only those with either normal

hearing for octave frequencies 0.25–8 kHz (control group) or

normal hearing through 2 kHz (i.e. they have bilateral high-

frequency sensorineural hearing loss) and (b) creating stimuli that

included frequencies only up to 2 kHz. Our prediction was that

the response of a distributed set of regions in the frontal, parietal

and temporal cortices would be enhanced for those with hearing

loss and would be increased further for those with hearing loss and

tinnitus compared to normal hearing controls during these tasks.

Such increased response would be more apparent for the

discrimination task relative to the passive listening task because

of the greater engagement of a distributed cortical network in the

former, possibly due to attentional and short-term memory

processing. The prediction was based on our previous fMRI study

of young normal hearing adults using similar stimuli and a

discrimination task. However, because all participants could hear

the sounds and if their behavior did not differ significantly, the null

hypothesis would be that there would be no appreciable difference

in the response of the auditory processing network between the

normal hearing and hearing impaired group without tinnitus; the

group with tinnitus would differ due to the additional distracting

factor of chronic tinnitus.

Methods

Subjects
Three groups of participants were recruited in the study from

the greater Washington, D.C. metropolitan area. All participants

gave written informed consent. The National Institutes of Health/

National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke-National

Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders

Institutional Review Board approved the study (protocol 06-DC-

0218) and all participants were suitably compensated.

The tinnitus group (TIN) consisted of 8 male volunteers (age

range = 42–64 yr, mean = 56.13 yr, SD = 7.04 yr) with bilateral,

mild to moderately-severe high-frequency sensorineural hearing

loss and chronic subjective tinnitus that had persisted for between

3–38 years at the time of their scan (Table 1). The tinnitus percept

was most frequently described as a buzzing, ringing, hissing or a

whistle sound. Others described a hum, clear tone or pulsating

percept (all subjects denied changes in time with heartbeat or

respiration). One subject perceived the sound of cicadas. Five

subjects described more than one of the above sounds. Tinnitus

severity was evaluated by the Tinnitus Handicap Inventory and all

subjects were either grade 1 – slight or grade 2 – mild (range = 10–

26, mean = 17.25, SD = 5.01) [31,32]. We assessed laterality of the

tinnitus percept via questionnaires. We excluded potential

participants if they did not have symmetrical (bilateral) hearing

loss or non-lateralized tinnitus percept. Six subjects experienced

their tinnitus bilaterally or in the ‘‘middle of the head.’’ Two

subjects described their tinnitus as more left lateralized but still

central. Of the 28 (6 female) individuals with tinnitus screened for

this study, only 8 male patients met our criteria for symmetrical

high-frequency sensorineural hearing loss and chronic tinnitus.

The others were not included in the study due to our stringent

exclusionary criteria of the type of hearing loss, type of tinnitus,

and other physical or mental health issues.

The second group (HL) (n = 7) was matched in age (age

range = 31–64 yr, mean = 51.38 yr, SD = 11.45 yr), gender and

hearing loss and had bilateral, mild to moderately-severe hearing

loss but did not have tinnitus. The third group (NH) (n = 11) was

age (age range = 32–63 yr, mean = 48.09 yr, SD = 10.42 yr) and

gender-matched and had normal hearing with no tinnitus. All

subjects scored in the minimal depression range on the Beck

Depression Inventory (BDI-II) [33,34] (range = 0–10, mean for

TIN = 1.45, mean for HL = 0.57, mean for NH = 0.75) (Table 1).

After initial screening, all potential participants were evaluated by

a licensed medical practitioner and were excluded if they had

current, or a history of, temporomandibular joint problems,

hyperacusis, Meniere’s disease, benign positional vertigo or any

other health issues that may have presented complications or

contraindications with MRI. We explicitly excluded for hyper-

acusis not only because of possible noise-exposure in the MRI

scanner but also because of studies showing elevated auditory

activity due to this factor [35].

Neural Differences in Tinnitus and Hearing Loss
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Audiometric evaluation
All participants underwent full audiologic evaluation before and

after the scanning session at the NIH Clinical Center. The

audiologic examination, including speech recognition and pure-

tone air- and bone-conduction thresholds (0.25–8 kHz), was

conducted in a double-walled audiometric test suite using ER-

3A transducers in accordance with American National Standards

Institute standards (American National Standards Institute, S3.1-

1999 American National Standard Maximum Permissible Ambi-

ent Noise Levels for Audiometric Test Rooms (Standard S3.1),

New York, NY: American National Standards Institute, 2003, and

S3.1-1996 American National Standard Specification for Audi-

ometers (Standard S3.6). New York, NY: American National

Standards Institute; 2004). Additional audiometric measures,

including distortion product otoacoustic emissions, tympanometry,

and acoustic reflex thresholds and decay, were conducted to

ensure that there were no audiometric signs of conductive or

retrocochlear pathology. Loudness tolerance evaluation using

recorded samples of scanner noise was also conducted to ensure

that each participant’s loudness discomfort levels were sufficiently

high to permit scanning without loudness discomfort. We excluded

potential participants who exhibited symptoms of hyperacusis,

either via loudness tolerance evaluation or subjective question-

naire. All participants in the NH group had pure-tone thresholds

of 25 dB HL or less for all of the test frequencies. Participants in

the TIN and HL groups had pure-tone thresholds of 25 dB HL or

less for 0.25–2 kHz, and sensorineural hearing loss in the mild to

moderately-severe range (no greater than 70 dB as defined by [36]

and noted at http://www.asha.org/public/hearing/disorders/

types.htm) for 3–8 kHz. There were no statistically significant

differences in the pure-tone average hearing loss (across all testing

frequencies) (p = 0.89 using Wilcoxon Rank Sum test) or at the

higher frequencies (4, 6, 8 kHz) (p = 0.69 using Wilcoxon Rank

Sum test) for the TIN and HL groups. Using the method described

in [37], we calculated maximum steepness of the audiogram for

the TIN and HL groups. There were no statistically significant

differences in maximum steepness (p = 0.19 using Wilcoxon Rank

Sum test) between the two groups. The hearing loss of all groups is

depicted in Figure 1.

Stimuli and Tasks
Stimuli used in the study consisted of pure tones and frequency

modulated sweeps. There were three pure tones: 3 low frequency

tones (0.5, 0.6, 0.7 kHz) and 3 high frequency tones (1.5, 1.7,

1.9 kHz). There were two types of frequency modulated sweep

stimuli: ‘‘down-up’’ and ‘‘up-down’’. The up-down stimuli

consisted of a 200 ms up sweep, a 100 ms pure tone and a

200 ms down sweep. The three segments were concatenated such

that each complete stimulus was continuous and the total duration

was 500 ms. For both the up-down and the down-up stimuli, the

100 ms pure tone frequency was 1 kHz. There were 3 up-down

stimuli with varying frequencies. The starting frequencies of the

up-down stimuli were 0.65, 0.55, 0.45 kHz. The initial 200 ms up

sweep always ended at 1 kHz (the frequency of the pure tone)

regardless of the starting frequency. The down sweep then started

at a frequency of 1 kHz and dropped in frequency to 0.65, 0.55

and 0.45 kHz to match each beginning frequency. The down-up

stimuli were identical to the up-down in duration and segmenta-

tion but consisted of a concatenated down sweep, pure tone (with

frequency at 1 kHz) and up sweep. There were 3 down-up stimuli

with starting and ending frequencies of 2.0, 1.8, 1.6 kHz. Each

stimulus-pair (either ‘same’ or ‘different’) was presented 5 times in

pseudo-random order with 10 silent (rest) trials mixed amongst the

listening trials. Thus, there were 30 trials with pure tones and 30

trials with the sweeps, with equal distribution of same and different

trials. The tones and sweeps were generated using Audition 2.0

(Adobe Systems Inc., San Jose, CA). None of the stimuli

overlapped the hearing loss range of the listeners who had normal

hearing at frequencies less than 2 kHz. The sounds were further

low-pass filtered with a cut-off point at 2 kHz and were

normalized to have the same root-mean-square amplitude. Sounds

were played at most comfortable level for the participants, during

the ‘silent’ portion of the sparse sampling acquisition. Post-hoc

measurements revealed that this was between 70–80 dB SPL.

Subjects performed (a) a passive listening task (PL) where they

listened to pairs of stimuli without responding and (b) a

discrimination task (DT) in which they responded whether a pair

of tones or a pair of sweeps was ‘same’ or ‘different’. Responses

were collected via button-presses. Subjects performed a brief

training session for 5–10 minutes to familiarize them with the tasks

and stimuli. The training sounds were similar to but not identical

to the stimuli used in the experiment. Subjects began the actual

experiment once they achieved a threshold of 85% accuracy on

the task.

Data Acquisition
Participants were scanned in a 3 Tesla GE Excite scanner using

an eight-channel receive-only coil. Subjects were scanned using an

Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) sparse sampling technique (shown in

Figure 2) so that the stimuli were presented in silence. Three

different types of stimuli were used: pure tones, frequency

modulated sweeps and music samples. Thirty-two T2*-weighted

axial slices (TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms) were collected for each

volume in an interleaved order with a 2.6 mm slice thickness,

1.2 mm slice gap, and a 2.5 mm by 2.5 mm within plane

resolution (96 by 96 Matrix, 240 mm FOV). We obtained 70

image volumes for each EPI run, including 60 image volumes for

the task and 10 for the resting condition. Because of the timing of

Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of the participants in the study.

Variables
Normal Hearing
N = 11

Hearing Loss
N = 7

Tinnitus
N = 8

Age (M/SD) 48.09/10.42 51.38/11.45 56.13/7.04

Sex N (M/F) 11/0 7/0 8/0

BDI-II (M/SD) 0.75/2.81 0.57/0.73 1.45/1.49

THI (M/SD) n/a n/a 17.25/5.01

Duration of tinnitus (M/SD) in years n/a n/a 14.43/12.56

BDI = Beck Depression Inventory, THI = Tinnitus Handicap Inventory.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026639.t001

Neural Differences in Tinnitus and Hearing Loss
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sparse sampling and BOLD delay, the image volume targeted

neural activity related to the delay, the second stimulus and

beginning of the response period. Subject behavior was recorded

using button presses.

Data Processing
Statistical parametric software (SPM5, Wellcome Trust Centre

for Neuroimaging, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/

spm5/) was used to analyze the data. The fMRI data were pre-

processed: images were realigned, co-registered to a high

resolution template, normalized to MNI space, and finally

smoothed with an 8-mm full-width-half-maximum filter. The

smoothed data from individual subjects was entered into a fixed-

effects analysis for purposes of statistical analyses at group level. A

design matrix of all three groups was defined comprising contrasts

testing for significant effects of various task components from each

group. The contrasts were Task (either DT or PL).Rest or

Rest.Task. Because the PL and DT tasks were in separate EPI

runs, they were analyzed separately. To analyze commonalities

across the two hearing loss groups (TIN, HL), we performed a

conjunction analysis [38]. Voxel clusters were considered to be

statistically significant if they were p,0.05 corrected for multiple

comparisons using family-wise error (FWE) either at the voxel or

cluster-level, unless otherwise stated.

Results

Behavioral Results
There were no statistically significant differences between the

three groups for the discrimination task, either in accuracy or

response times. Behavioral responses of two normal hearing

participants were excluded in the analysis: the button responses of

one were inadvertently not recorded for all trials and the other

only performed at 55% accuracy. We had set the inclusion

criterion at 75% accuracy. All included participants, regardless of

group, performed at or near ceiling; the lowest individual score

was 87% accuracy. The group scores were as follows: normal

hearing (N = 9, mean = 92, standard deviation = 5.75), hearing loss

(N = 7, mean = 91.8, standard deviation = 4.65), tinnitus (N = 8,

mean = 91.0, standard deviation = 4.25).

fMRI Results
Passive Listening task. As shown in Figure 3 and Table 2,

all three groups, on average, showed greater response of the

bilateral superior temporal cortex, including regions in the

superior and middle temporal gyri and superior temporal sulcus,

when listening to the stimuli compared to rest. We also observed

greater response of some loci in bilateral inferior and middle

frontal gyri for the normal hearing control group. When we

Figure 1. Average audiograms of the participants including error bars that depict standard error of the mean.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026639.g001

Figure 2. Timeline of a trial using sparse imaging technique. PL = passive listening, DT = discrimination task.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026639.g002

Neural Differences in Tinnitus and Hearing Loss
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performed pair-wise comparisons of the groups, the only

statistically significant region of difference was in the left inferior

and middle frontal gyri for the NH.TIN contrast (Figure 3D).

Discrimination task. All three groups, on average, showed

greater response of the bilateral superior and middle temporal

cortex when discriminating sounds compared to rest (see Figure 4

and Table 3). In addition, there was widespread activation of other

regions that varied with subject group. Recall that all participants,

regardless of the group, could hear the sounds and task

performance across the groups was similarly at or near ceiling.

On average, the normal hearing group activated the bilateral

middle frontal gyrus, inferior parietal lobule, thalamus and

putamen, central posterior cingulate, left cerebellum, and

hippocampus and right superior frontal gyrus and anterior

cingulate to a greater extent for the discrimination task relative

to test. The HL group preferentially activated most of the same

regions as the NH group, but to a greater extent, and additionally

activated the left postcentral gyrus, right cerebellum and right

caudate. The TIN group, on average, did not show wide-spread

response in the frontal and parietal cortices for the discrimination

task compared to rest, although, they exhibited activations in the

anterior cingulate and dorsomedial frontal gyrus and in the

bilateral precentral and postcentral gyri. We also conducted

Rest.DT comparisons. If the Rest.DT contrast yielded

extensive clusters of activation, a likely interpretation would be

that there is higher activity in the rest condition rather than the

task conditionfor those regions. Melcher et al. [9] have noted

greater activity in the inferior colliculus in participants with

tinnitus relative to those without tinnitus, suggesting increased

baseline activity due to tinnitus. However, except for one

suprathreshold cluster for the HL group in the left

parahippocampal gyrus (MNI coordinates: 228, 244, 212), we

did not find any activation clusters for the other groups for

Rest.DT contrast. To investigate the effect of hearing loss and

tinnitus we performed group-wise comparisons, the results of

which are described next.

Effect of Hearing Loss. Conjunction analysis, which was

used to identify commonalities between HL and TIN groups,

revealed widespread activations in the bilateral superior temporal

cortex and in the central regions of anterior cingulate and in the

medial frontal gyri (Figure 5A, left and right, respectively).

We next determined the effect of hearing loss alone without the

confounding factor of tinnitus, by comparing HL and NH groups

(Table 4). The following regions showed increased response for the

HL group compared to the NH control group during discrimi-

nation: bilateral superior temporal gyrus, right postcentral gyrus,

right inferior parietal lobule, left precentral gyrus, left superior

frontal gyrus and left transverse temporal gyrus (Figure 5B, left)

and central dorsomedial frontal gyrus, central anterior cingulate

(Figure 5B, right). For the reverse contrast of NH.HL, the

suprathreshold voxel clusters were in the left posterior cingulate

(Figure 5C, right), left inferior parietal lobule, including the

supramarginal gyrus (Figure 5C, left) and the left parahippocam-

pal gyrus (Figure 5C, center).

Effect of Tinnitus. We contrasted the activation patterns for

the TIN group separately against the NH and HL groups (Figure 6,

Table 4). We observed increased response for the TIN group

relative to the NH group in left transverse and superior temporal

gyri, right superior frontal gyrus, and right superior and middle

temporal gyri (Figure 6A). We did not find any suprathreshold

clusters of voxels for the TIN.HL contrast. We observed an

extensive network of regions showing decreased response for the

Figure 3. Statistical parametric maps of the passive listening task. Statistical parametric maps of the passive listening task (PL.Rest)
rendered on a template brain for (a) normal hearing, (b) hearing loss and (c) tinnitus with hearing loss groups. Results of the NH.TIN comparison
showed greater response in the left middle/inferior frontal gyri are depicted in (d). All reported clusters are p,0.05 FWE corrected for multiple
comparisons at the voxel or cluster-level. Some clusters are highlighted in the figure - MFG: middle frontal gyrus, IFG: inferior frontal gyrus, STG:
superior temporal gyrus.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026639.g003

Neural Differences in Tinnitus and Hearing Loss
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TIN group in the HL.TIN contrast in the left superior and

middle temporal gyri, bilateral inferior frontal gyri, left inferior

parietal lobule, left superior and middle frontal gyri and right

cerebellum (Figure 6B). We did not find any suprathreshold

clusters of voxels for the NH.TIN contrast, although there was a

trend (p = 0.16 FWE corrected) at right superior frontal gyrus.

Discussion

Our study employed passive listening and active discrimination

tasks to investigate differences in the neural bases of hearing loss

and chronic tinnitus. We found bilateral superior temporal cortex

response for passive listening of sounds across all three groups

(hearing loss, hearing loss with tinnitus, and normal hearing

without tinnitus). There were no regions of significant difference

for the passive listening task between the three groups, except

participants in the NH group activated the left inferior/middle

frontal gyrus to a greater extent relative to those in the hearing loss

groups with and without tinnitus (TIN and HL). The patterns of

response across the three groups varied more for the discrimina-

tion task compared to the passive listening task. In the

discrimination task compared to rest, we found an elevated

response in the frontal and parietal cortices in addition to the

temporal cortex for the normal hearing and hearing impaired

without tinnitus participants. This is not surprising because the

discrimination task is a short-term memory task. The activation

patterns seen in the normal hearing control group are similar to

those seen in our previous study of young normal hearing adults

[29]. However, we observed an increased response of the frontal

and parietal cortices for the HL group relative to the NH and TIN

groups. The TIN group demonstrated heightened response in

bilateral temporal and left frontal cortices when compared with

the NH group and decreased response in the temporal, frontal and

parietal cortices with respect to the HL group.

One of the surprising results of our study was that high-

frequency hearing loss affected perception and discrimination of

low-frequency sounds, not in terms of behavior, but in terms of the

response of the auditory, frontal and parietal cortices. Because the

sounds were low-pass filtered at 2 kHz to be within the normal

hearing range of all participants, the null hypothesis was that there

would be no difference in the response of brain for the participants

regardless of their hearing status (disregarding tinnitus). This was

mostly true for the passive listening task; however, we observed

differential involvement of a distributed set of brain regions in the

three groups for the discrimination task, varying both on hearing

and tinnitus status.

The distributed set of regions (prefrontal cortex, inferior parietal

cortex, anterior cingular cortex) highlighted in our results have

been proposed previously to play an important role in auditory

attention and working memory. Although our study did not

employ tasks that require attention explicitly, the short-term

memory task uses attention implicitly. Studies investigating

attention in the auditory modality have reported on the

involvement of the following cortical and subcortical structures:

prefrontal cortex, parietal cortex, superior temporal gyrus,

temporoparietal junction, anterior cingulate gyrus, basal ganglia,

thalamus and inferior colliculus (for reviews, see [39,40,41,42,43]).

Whereas the putative attention and working memory network can

be large and distributed [43,44], for the purposes of the present

study and to simplify terminology, we will use the term auditory

attention and short-term memory (AASM) network and restrict its

definition to include frontal cortex, parietal cortex, superior

temporal gyrus and anterior cingulate cortex.

Cognitive scientists and neuroscientists have suggested that

cognitive function may be affected by sensory difficulties in older

adults [45]. The incoming signal, the receiver (ear, cochlea) and

the perception/cognition system may all contribute to imperfect

cognitive performance. Several cognitive theories have been

forwarded that relate the interaction of these agencies. One such

theory, the ‘effortfulness hypothesis’ [46], holds that either with

degraded sensory abilities [47] or in noisy conditions [48]

individuals tend to increase effort to achieve successful perception.

Increased effort in initial stages of processing drains cognitive

resources from speech processing and other higher-level cognitive

processes [45,49,50]. Treisman’s ‘levels of analysis’ model of

Table 2. Local maxima for the individual groups and the inter-group contrasts for the passive listening task compared to rest.

Contrast MNI coordinates Z score
Cluster
size Gyrus(Brodmann Area)

x y z

NH group
PL.Rest

250 220 2 6.09 *# 597 L superior temporal gyrus (21/22)

66 216 22 5.69*# 888 R superior and middle temporal gyri, superior temporal sulcus (21/22)

250 10 32 4.87*# 634 L inferior and middle frontal gyri (44/6)

40 26 4 4.08* 150 R inferior and middle frontal gyri (45/46)

44 0 40 3.84* 173 R middle frontal gyrus (9)

HL group
PL.Rest

246 232 12 5.62*# 455 L transverse and superior temporal gyri, superior temporal sulcus (41/42/22)

46 220 2 4.41* 293 R superior temporal gyrus (22)

TIN group
PL.Rest

60 228 2 5.13*# 623 R superior and middle temporal gyri, superior temporal sulcus (42/22/21)

252 212 22 4.23* 358 L superior and middle temporal gyrus, superior temporal sulcus (42/22/21)

NH.TIN 250 10 32 4.17* 300 L inferior and middle frontal gyri (44,6,9)

All reported clusters are p,0.05 FWE corrected for multiple comparisons at the voxel (indicated by * next to the Z-score) or cluster-level (indicated by #), cluster extent is
50 voxels.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026639.t002
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Table 3. Local maxima for the individual groups (cluster extent = 50 voxels) for the discrimination task compared to rest.

Contrast MNI coordinates Z score
Cluster
size Gyrus (Brodmann Area)

x y z

NH group
DT.Rest

58 212 2 Inf*# 681 R superior and middle temporal gyrus (22,21)

244 242 24 8.62*# 898 L transverse and superior temporal gyrus, inferior parietal lobule (42,22,40)

54 4 28 7.6*# 249 R superior and middle temporal gyrus (22,21)

240 220 212 6.5*# 112 L hippocampus

12 210 10 6.44*# 528 R thalamus, putamen

252 2 30 6.39*# 123 L inferior and middle frontal gyrus (44, 6)

252 220 2 6.34*# 274 L superior and middle temporal gyrus (22,21)

36 248 38 6.25*# 128 L inferior parietal lobule (40)

0 234 26 6.16*# 110 posterior cingulate (23)

234 210 62 6.12*# 86 L precentral gyrus, middle frontal gyrus (4,6)

226 266 236 5.99*# 51 L cerebellum

222 14 22 5.82*# 88 L putamen

48 254 52 5.79*# 92 R inferior parietal lobule (40)

8 26 40 5.46*# 54 R anterior cingulate, dorsomedial frontal gyrus (32, 8)

36 44 26 5.32*# 60 R middle and superior frontal gyrus (10)

44 224 58 5.23*# 36 L thalamus, putamen

HL group
DT.Rest

60 228 8 Inf*# 2804 R superior temporal gyrus (42, 22)

254 244 22 Inf*# 4318 L postcentral gyrus, inferior parietal lobule (1, 2, 3, 40)

0 10 58 Inf 1039 Dorsomedial frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate (6, 8, 32)

236 50 10 6.89*# 232 L middle frontal gyrus (10,44)

254 240 24 6.5*# 129 L superior and middle temporal gyrus (22, 21)

2 262 210 6.5*# 98 R cerebellum

34 52 14 6.49*# 345 R middle and inferior frontal gyrus (10, 46)

8 276 224 6.15*# 104 R cerebellum

24 14 0 6.11*# 389 R putamen

16 22 10 6.11*# 129 R putamen, caudate

26 34 28 5.97*# 54 L anterior cingulate, dorsomedial frontal gyrus (32, 9)

218 258 232 5.91*# 65 L cerebellum

54 4 36 5.87*# 56 R inferior frontal gyrus (44)

210 220 4 5.86*# 76 L thalamus

230 260 46 5.4*# 56 L inferior parietal lobule (40)

TIN group
DT.Rest

258 222 4 Inf*# 2372 L superior temporal gyrus (22)

54 226 10 Inf*# 2806 R superior temporal gyrus (42, 22)

36 222 70 Inf*# 260 R precentral gyrus, superior frontal gyrus (4, 6)

22 12 44 6.69*# 846 L dorsomedial frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate (6, 32)

222 6 6 6*# 356 L putamen

240 214 64 5.97*# 133 Left precentral and postcentral gyri (4, 1, 2, 3)

60 4 16 5.86*# 91 R inferior frontal gyrus (44, 6)

34 252 64 5.74*# 56 R postcentral gyrus, superior parietal lobule (5, 7)

24 6 4 5.63*# 164 R putamen

56 230 44 5.55*# 57 R postcentral gyrus (1, 2, 3)

238 258 56 5.38*# 56 L inferior and superior parietal lobule (40, 5, 7)

All reported clusters are p#0.05 FWE corrected for multiple comparisons at the voxel (indicated by * next to the Z-score) or cluster-level (indicated by #).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026639.t003
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Figure 5. Effect of hearing loss. Statistical parametric maps for (a) conjunction of HL and TIN rendered on a template brain and sagittal slice at
x = 0, (b) contrast HL.NH rendered on a template brain and sagittal slice at x = 4, and (c) contrast NH.HL rendered on a template brain, axial slice at
z = 212, and sagittal slice at x = 26. All reported clusters are p,0.05 FWE corrected for multiple comparisons at the voxel or cluster-level. Some
clusters are highlighted in the figure - AC: anterior cingulate, DMFG: dorsomedial frontal gyrus, SMG: supramarginal gyrus, PHG: parahippocampal
gyrus, PC: posterior cingulate.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026639.g005

Figure 4. Statistical parametric maps of the discrimination task. Statistical parametric maps of the discrimination task (DT.Rest) rendered on
a template brain for (a) normal hearing, (b) hearing loss and (c) tinnitus with hearing loss groups are shown on the left. The sagittal sections shown
are located at x = 0 for all groups are shown on the right. All reported clusters are p,0.05 FWE corrected for multiple comparisons at the voxel or
cluster-level. Some clusters are highlighted in the figure - AC: anterior cingulate, DMFG: dorsomedial frontal gyrus, STG: superior temporal gyrus.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026639.g004
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attention [51,52] provides a framework for investigating bottom-

up auditory and top-down cognitive interactions [53] due to both

hearing loss and tinnitus. Using such a framework to study hearing

in adults allows us to understand the dynamic, competitive, and

‘mutually compensatory’ activity [53] between auditory and

cognitive factors, and where attentional resources may be

allocated. Attentional resources apply to working memory [54]

by limiting processing of unattended inputs and facilitating that of

attended inputs [55] and may be used to index effort due to

hearing loss or tinnitus.

We interpret the differential response of the AASM network as

follows. The hearing loss group likely engages attentional resources

to a greater extent compared to normal hearing participants in

order to compensate for their hearing impairment. The hearing

loss group activates superior temporal, superior frontal, inferior

parietal, and anterior cingular cortices significantly more than the

normal hearing group (Table 4). Note that normal hearing

participants exhibited marginal involvement of the anterior

cingulate (just above threshold) and they appeared also to engage

the frontal and parietal cortices (Table 3). Further, our results

suggest that those who, in addition to having hearing loss, perceive

tinnitus use their attentional resources in a different manner. We

speculate that attention needs to be diverted to a phantom sound

while at the same time actively processing external, relevant

stimuli. In order to attend to external stimuli, subjects with tinnitus

(similar to other groups) activated superior and middle temporal

Table 4. Local maxima for the inter-group contrasts (cluster extent = 20 voxels) for the discrimination task compared to rest.

Contrast MNI coordinates Z score
Cluster
size Gyrus (Brodmann Area)

x y z

HL.NH 58 226 48 6.37*# 203 R postcentral gyrus (1,2)

60 228 8 5.66*# 286 R superior temporal gyrus (42, 22)

256 230 38 5.64*# 276 R postcentral gyrus, inferior parietal lobule (1, 2, 40)

246 218 60 5.15# 106 L precentral gyrus (4)

244 228 12 5.02*# 312 L transverse and superior temporal gyrus (42, 22)

232 226 72 4.79# 29 L superior frontal gyrus (6)

250 222 24 4.75# 68 L superior and middle temporal gyri (21)

22 10 56 4.61*# 203 R dorsomedial frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate (8, 6,32)

NH.HL 228 244 212 4.7# 54 L parahippocampal gyrus (37, 36)

24 228 24 4.69# 113 L posterior cingulate (23)

252 248 36 4.67# 86 L inferior parietal lobule, supramarginal gyrus (40)

HL.TIN 254 244 22 6.07# 88 L superior temporal gyrus (42, 22)

236 52 10 5.03# 163 L superior and middle frontal gyri (10)

54 22 26 4.71# 73 R inferior frontal gyrus (44, 46)

250 234 42 4.52# 152 L inferior parietal lobule (40)

250 10 36 4.2* 150 L inferior frontal gyrus (44)

6 278 224 4.14* 182 R cerebellum

242 268 4 4.09* 164 L middle temporal gyrus (22, 37)

TIN.HL No significant differences

TIN.NH 250 238 8 5.62*# 979 L transverse and superior temporal gyrus (41, 42, 22)

54 226 8 5.26*# 451 R superior and middle temporal gyrus (42, 22, 21)

36 222 70 5.04# 34 R superior frontal gyrus (6)

NH.TIN No significant differences

All reported clusters are p#0.05 FWE corrected for multiple comparisons at the voxel (indicated by * next to the Z-score) or cluster-level (indicated by #).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026639.t004

Figure 6. Effect of tinnitus. Statistical parametric maps rendered on
a template brain for the contrasts (a) TIN.NH and (b) HL.TIN, showing
increased and decreased response, respectively, due to tinnitus. The
contrasts NH.TIN and TIN.HL did not result in any suprathreshold
voxels. All reported clusters are p,0.05 FWE corrected for multiple
comparisons at the voxel or cluster-level. Some clusters are highlighted
in the figure – STG: superior temporal gyrus, IPL: inferior parietal lobule,
MTG: middle temporal gyrus.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026639.g006
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cortex and anterior cingulate to a greater extent for the

discrimination task when contrasted to rest. However, compared

to the hearing loss group, there was less widespread response of the

superior and middle frontal gyri and inferior parietal cortices by

the tinnitus group for the discrimination task relative to rest

(Table 4). This implies that the compensatory mechanisms differ

for tinnitus and hearing loss and may result in differing functional

neural response. Nevertheless, studies explicitly targeting the

attentional network in the two hearing loss groups, with and

without tinnitus, are needed to confirm the role of the AASM in

hearing loss and chronic tinnitus.

The role of the attentional network in mediating chronic

tinnitus has been inferred from a number of whole-brain imaging

studies. Use of lidocaine allowed [13] to temporarily suppress

tinnitus in their participants; subtracting the tinnitus-suppressed

blood flow pattern from that during the tinnitus perception state

led to the visualization of a broad temporal-parietal network

possibly related to attention and a paralimbic network possibly

related to emotion. By employing aversive stimuli to simulate

tinnitus-like conditions in normal hearing volunteers without

tinnitus, [56] also found dorsolateral prefrontal and paralimbic

structures to be responsive to the aversive sounds. Mirz et al.

contrasted tinnitus perception with tinnitus suppression to identify

a frontal-temporal network as associated with chronic tinnitus

sensation [11]. All these studies found auditory and attention

processing regions in the cortex to be involved in mediating

tinnitus perception. However, few imaging studies have investi-

gated involvement of the attentional network using behavioral

tasks.

Neurophysiological studies employing electroencephalography

(EEG) have also implicated the involvement of the attentional

network in tinnitus perception; however, for the most part they

have not taken into account the effect of hearing loss and have

reported disparate findings. Jacobson and colleagues [6] observed

that an electrophysiological index of early selective auditory

attention (‘negative difference wave’) was greater and the N100

component occurred later in tinnitus patients relative to controls,

suggesting there are differences in early selective attention between

patients with bothersome tinnitus and controls. The negative

difference wave was obtained by subtracting the event-related

potential (ERP) component of an ignore-frequent-stimulus from

the ERP component of an attend-frequent-stimulus. The partic-

ipants in the study had high-frequency hearing loss (not affecting

thresholds at 0.5 and 1 kHz) whereas the controls had normal

hearing. A later study by [57] however, did not find any group

differences in latency of N100 across passive and selective listening

conditions. In a recent event-related potentials study [58], high

distress related to tinnitus was associated with smaller changes in

the event-related potentials between attended and unattended

auditory task conditions. Both controls and those with mild

tinnitus exhibited greater changes in N100 amplitude and phase

locking between the attended and unattended task conditions.

Tinnitus patients may have had some high-frequency hearing loss;

the criterion for inclusion was normal hearing up to 2 kHz.

Although our results suggest differential involvement of the

attentional network, the study was not explicitly designed to test

attentional load. There remains a need to conduct a brain imaging

study explicitly investigating the role of the attentional network in

tinnitus perception and delineate it from the response of the

attentional network in hearing loss alone.

Although we found brain activation pattern differences between

the groups, we did not find any statistically significant behavioral

differences. Behavioral studies have noted attentional deficits in

selective and divided attention in chronic tinnitus sufferers,

specifically in the form of slower response times. In one such

study [25], investigators found slower reaction times in individuals

with severe tinnitus relative to controls in visual Stroop tasks with

color and word naming components and in a demanding dual task

involving word reading or category naming. Dornhoffer et al. [23]

found no significant differences between individuals with tinnitus

and controls in terms of arousal to a repetitive sensory stimulation

as measured by a brainstem-thalamus P50 potential or by

habituation as measured by the ability to suppress a second

stimulus. They did, however, find statistically significant slower

reaction times in the tinnitus group compared to the control

group. This is in contrast to our study, where we found cortical-

level activation differences between tinnitus and non-tinnitus

groups but no reaction-time differences at the behavioral level.

Hallam et al. [24] have posited that tinnitus impairs cognitive

efficiency because of the self-reported concentration problems by

tinnitus sufferers. In their study, Hallam et al. [24] tested tinnitus

and non-tinnitus sufferers on five cognitive tasks that probed

sustained attention, reaction time, verbal fluency and immediate

and delayed memory. The tinnitus group was slower than the

hearing-impaired and normal hearing control groups in reaction

time tasks, but had similar behavior on the verbal fluency task as

the hearing impaired group, and both groups performed worse

than the normal hearing group. The other tasks showed similar

performances between the groups. Hallam et al. interpreted these

results as suggesting that ‘cognitive inefficiency in tinnitus

participants is related to the control of attentional processes’ (page

218, [24]). With regards to the present study, it is possible that the

discrimination task used did not engage the attentional system to

the extent that resulted in differences in behavior. Nevertheless,

even without overt behavioral differences our results showed that

there were differences in the attentional network among the three

groups for the same task.

We compared TIN and HL groups in order to understand

better the neural correlates of tinnitus, however, the interaction

between hearing loss and tinnitus may not be linear. The TIN and

HL comparison gave us greater understanding of the brain regions

most affected by hearing loss and those that may be most

influenced by tinnitus, within the context of simple listening tasks.

The relation between hearing loss and tinnitus is complex and

includes other cortical and subcortical networks such as those

subserving emotion or somatosensory processing [14,17]. Whereas

peripheral hearing loss may be the most prominent trigger for

tinnitus, pathophysiology resulting in tinnitus may be quite

different than in hearing loss without tinnitus [59,60]. Further,

the compensatory effects in the two conditions (hearing loss with

tinnitus and hearing loss without tinnitus) may be different and not

necessarily become evident by direct comparisons. In order to

control for some aspects of hearing loss, we carefully matched the

hearing loss profiles for the HL and TIN groups. However, it is

possible that other peripheral hearing factors such as cochlear

dead regions, differences in hearing loss slopes, differences in

etiology of hearing loss between the two groups may be responsible

for some of the variations seen in the fMRI results. As is true of

almost any patient population and particularly so of tinnitus, the

tinnitus patient population is heterogeneous [4]. The type of

tinnitus, laterality, duration of tinnitus, pitch and loudness of the

percept, presence of hyperacusis, concomitant disorders such as

depression and anxiety may influence the neural correlates of

tinnitus.

We collected structural MR and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)

data on the same group of participants in the current study [27].

We observed that the hearing loss group without tinnitus had the

most profound changes in both white and gray matter relative to
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the other groups, those with normal hearing and those with

hearing loss accompanied by tinnitus. This is in contrast to our

fMRI findings that showed large scale changes in both the tinnitus

and hearing loss without tinnitus groups. The gray matter

decreases seen in the HL group relative to TIN and NH groups

were in the anterior cingulate, putamen and the middle frontal

gyrus. These changes are in the same regions as the reductions

seen in the hearing loss group and the tinnitus group for the

discrimination task compared to rest contrast in the fMRI study.

Impaired sustained attention may have an impact on gray matter,

as has been observed in studies of schizophrenia [61]. This

suggests that functional compensation due to sensory deprivation

may result in long-term structural changes. There was no

significant alteration of the gray or white matter in the TIN

group compared to the NH group.

We chose to perform a fixed-effects analysis because of the

limited number of participants in our study and additionally, the

patients belonged to a subset (bilateral hearing loss with mild

tinnitus) of a complex heterogeneous population. Fixed-effects

analysis also lends itself to conjunction analysis [38] as we have

demonstrated in Figure 5. Conjunction analysis allows us to

identify common activation patterns across groups. In the study,

we used conjunction analysis to characterize shared neural

correlates of the two hearing loss groups. Regardless of the

analytical method, generalization of the study results to the larger

patient group of those with tinnitus is limited beyond a systems-

level interpretation. For instance, individuals with unilateral

tinnitus and normal hearing may exhibit different responses

compared to the patients in the present study, at a lower sensory or

subcortical level, although they may exhibit commonalities at a

higher, non-sensory level. It is also likely that those with severe

tinnitus may exhibit different responses of the AASM network

compared to the participants with mild tinnitus in our study.

Meta-analysis of a series of brain imaging studies employing short-

term working memory tasks with differing attentional demands in

individuals with different types of tinnitus may allow us to draw

more robust conclusions about the role of the attentional network

in hearing loss or tinnitus.

In conclusion, our study suggests the differential involvement of

a putative AASM network in hearing loss with and without

tinnitus. This network consisted of regions in the frontal, parietal

and temporal cortices and the anterior cingulate. In participants

with hearing loss without tinnitus, the attentional network response

was enhanced relative to normal hearing controls. In individuals

with tinnitus and hearing loss, the response of some nodes of the

attentional network was diminished with respect to hearing loss

only group, whereas response of other nodes was enhanced. This

suggests a complex role for the attentional network in those with

chronic tinnitus and studies are needed that will elaborate on the

functioning of this network.
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